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The integral over~2 in (10) can now be performed. 
Using (1 i) and (15), g(&u, ) has the expansion j=0 with the recursion relation
An expression for the matrix of Fourier coefficients f((2)"+2) is obtained by substituting (10) and (9) into the integral equation (7). Equating Fourier coefficients yields
Its solution provides the analytic continuation into the region of strong fields. For finite e, (22) 
and Equation (22) has a simple generalization to the case of an external field with several time-dependent components. If V(r, t) has the form V(r, t) = Q V)(r)Fqe ')', t~0 
D X~&") =~1F", n =0, 1. )) (-) (v, 2m) (-) (v, (6) and (18) 
It is evident from the recursion relation (20) Ey +4P+Py e Q())')".2eeg, , (te, )]l, ),
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The quantity 
Equation (57) is then the same as their (21) and the absolute square of (58) 
